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INTRODUCTION

Feng Shui is the Asian art of interior decoration 
and layout for the purpose of increasing energy 
and reducing stress.

According to ancient traditions, Feng Shui can 
increase your energies of romance and passion 
and help to attract your soulmate. These same 
techniques may also strengthen help harmonize 
an existing relationship.

These steps will focus on two main areas of the 
residence: the “living areas” (front room, dining 
room, den) and the bedroom. 

Our approach involves both a “quick makeover” 
to immediately improve the romantic quality of 
the home and more detailed steps that can be 
taken as time permits.



ELEMENTS, COLORS, SYMBOLS 
& ROMANTIC ENERGIES

Before looking at specific Feng Shui techniques, 
some background is helpful.

1) Much of Chinese metaphysics is based on 
“the 5 elements” of fire, earth, water, wood, 
and metal. Of these, Fire and Earth are most 
associated with romance.

2) Wood destroys earth and water destroys fire, 
so we will minimize these elements.

3) Yang colors are bright, projecting, and
energizing such as red, orange & yellow.

4) Yang symbols include the Sun, Fire, Horses, 
Dragons, Snakes, Men, etc.

5) Yin symbols include the Moon, Women, and
balance symbols like double happiness.



THE LINK BETWEEN LIVING
AND SLEEPING AREAS

Ideally, we want the living areas of the home to 
“generate and project” romantic passions. We 
then want those energies to “flow” into the 
bedroom which has a more “attractive” quality.

In various metaphysical parlance, living areas 
are should be more masculine, yang, bright, 
and electric. This is balanced by the bedroom 
areas which should be more feminine, yin, soft, 
and magnetic.

The living area “stimulates and projects” while 
the bedroom “relaxes & attracts”

It is this COMBINATION of yin and yang that 
“optimizes” the residence for soulmate 
attraction, romantic passion, and preservation 
of the relationship.



LIVING AREAS: 
THE SOUTHWEST CORNER

The living areas of the home are for socializing. 
They should be bright and active with a yang 
(masculine) energetic quality.

Feng Shui uses an 8-sided guide called the 
PaKua to identify the 8 major directions or 
corners of the home. Each corner is associated
with a specific type of energy. The area of the 
house most associated with romantic energy is 
the southwest corner of the living areas.

Our first step is to identify the southwest
“living area”. We’re not interested in garages or 
restrooms or kitchens, but the southwestern 
most “living area”, be that a front room, dining 
room, den, or other “socialization” space.



LIVING AREA: QUICK MAKEOVER

Romance and passion energies BEGIN in the SW 
corner of the home. After locating your southwest 
corner, here’s a “one day makeover” to increase 
these energies & to attract your soulmate.

1) Remove clutter and furniture so that energy 
can “flow freely” to and from the SW corner.
Remove electronics, computers, audio, etc.

2) Remove water, wood, plants, & their images.

3) Use images or figurines of the Sun, 
mountains, horses, dragons, and/or the 
Chinese animal archetype of your birth year. 

4) Hang a few red lanterns or place a few red
candles in this area. Keep it bright & well lit

5) A small table is okay but should have a glass 
or marble top rather than wood or metal

6) Use “yang” colors like red, yellow & orange.
Minimize the use of greens, browns, and
“metallic” colors like gold, silver & copper.



BEDROOM: QUICK MAKEOVER

1) The bed should not share a wall with a restroom.
Keep restroom doors closed at night.

2) Cover or remove mirrors. No mirrors should be 
visible from the bed upon awakening.

3) Remove yang electronics, computers, TVs, etc.

4) Plants (especially flowers) & water may inspire 
men to wander. Remove them & their images.

5) Hang a picture of the bright full moon.

6) Remove work & “office” stuff.

7) Make room in closet for your soulmate’s clothes

8) Hang or place the double happiness symbol.

9) Avoid too many loud yang colors: red, yellow,
orange. Use softer earth-tone feminine colors.

10) “New mates” may hang a red lantern or red 
candle for a few months but reduce it over time.



INCREASING ROMANTIC ENERGY:
INTERMEDIATE STEPS

1) Proper bed placement: Avoid sharp
furniture “arrow edges”. Bed should
not “point” directly out the door. Move
bed so that it is not underneath a beam.

2) As you look out the front door of the
home there should be no water on the
right side of the door, either inside or
outside of the house. This includes:
ponds, pools, fish tanks, etc.)

3) Make “room in your home” for your
soulmate. Make space in closets, the
refrigerator, storage, etc.


